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Abstract—This paper provides an in-depth understanding of the
per-frame energy consumption behavior in 802.11 wireless LAN
devices. Extensive measurements are performed for seven devices
of different types (wireless routers, smartphones, tablets, and em-
bedded devices) and for both UDP and TCP traffic. Experimental
results unveil that a substantial fraction of energy consumption,
hereafter descriptively named cross-factor, may be ascribed to each
individual frame while it crosses the protocol stack (OS, driver,
NIC) and is independent of the frame size. Our findings, summa-
rized in a convenient energy consumption model, contrast tradi-
tional models that (implicitly) amortize such energy cost compo-
nent in a fixed baseline cost or in a toll proportional to the frame
size and raise the alert that, in some cases, conclusions drawn using
traditional energy models may be fallacious.

Index Terms—Energy efficiency, energy measurements, energy
modeling, power consumption, wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE INCREASE in energy density of current state of the
art (lithium-ion) batteries is far from following Moore's

Law, the current challenge being “just” a twofold density in-
crease in the next 10 years [2]. This is not a good technological
premise behind the energy greediness of wireless connectivity,
second only to that required to backlight displays in most hand-
held devices. Moreover, battery-powered wireless devices are
becoming ubiquitous and are frequently part of the network in-
frastructure itself, where relays or opportunistic intermediaries
are widely considered in ad hoc, mesh, delay-tolerant network
scenarios or emergency deployments. Additionally, for wireless
systems powered via the grid, it is also important to reduce en-
ergy consumption to cut down the cost of operating the wireless
infrastructure as well as its energy footprint.
It is hence not a surprise that a huge research effort has been

dedicated to thoroughly understand the power consumption be-
havior of real-world wireless devices, as well as to find ways
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for reducing energy consumption in the wireless access opera-
tion [3], [4]. For instance, with reference to the 802.11 WLAN
(WiFi) technology [5], indeed the focus of this paper, energy ef-
ficiency improvements span very diverse aspects of the 802.11
operation, from management procedures [6], to usage of oppor-
tunistic relays [7] or infrastructure on demand [8], to PHY [9]
and MAC [10] parameters' optimization, etc.
Obviously, a quantitative treatment of the attainable en-

ergy improvements is greatly simplified by the availability
of realistic and accurate energy models, also considering that
fine-grained per-frame experimental measurements (versus
coarse aggregate power consumption statistics) are nontrivial
to achieve. Most literature works, including but not limited to
[10]–[18], base their analyses, optimizations, or algorithm/pro-
tocol designs on the widely accepted paradigm that the energy
toll may be ascribed to two components: a baseline one, plus
a second one linear with (transmission/reception) air time.
The specific model's parameters can be gathered from data
sheets [19] or experimental measurements [20], [21].
With such a widespread acceptance, questioning the above-

mentioned classical energy model seems tough. Actually, such
a model makes perfect sense if we just focus on the network
interface card consumption. However, in practice, processing
in the host device drains energy as well. Thus, the question at
stake is whether (and to what extent) there is some energy toll
in the device, which is imputable to TX/RX processing, but is
improperly accounted in such a classical model, e.g., because
it can be neither considered: 1) independent of the radio oper-
ation and thus (implicitly) accounted in the fixed baseline en-
ergy consumption component; nor 2) strictly proportional to the
traffic load in bytes, hence (implicitly) accounted in the linear
air time energy cost component. Our paper not only raises this
question (apparently unnoticed so far), but, more significantly,
gives a (we believe) compelling answer, via extensive and tai-
lored experiments that provide a detailed anatomy of the energy
consumption in the protocol stack.
Two major findings appear to emerge. First, a substantial en-

ergy consumption occurs while a frame is delivered across the
protocol stack, namely from the operating system to the driver to
the NIC (and conversely for reception). Such “new” energy cost
component, descriptively referred to as cross-factor, cannot be
neglected; on the contrary, in some experiments it even accounts
to more than half of the per-frame energy cost. Second, such
cross-factor can be neither dealt with as an extra baseline com-
ponent, nor (perhaps more surprisingly) as a cost proportional to
the traffic load. Actually, this energy toll appears mostly associ-
ated to the very fact that a frame is handled, i.e., irrespective of
the actual frame size in bytes. Traditional models that (implic-
itly) account for such cost as proportional to the load may work
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as long as the frame size is fixed, but would yield incorrect re-
sults in the general case of variable frame sizes.
Ourfindings,wrapped intoanewenergymodel,havea twofold

implication. First, they suggest new energy reduction strategies,
such as batching packets while they travel across the protocol
stack, or avoiding stack crossing when possible. Second, the fact
that a substantial amount of energy is drained by the processing
of packet units, independent of their size or air time, may inval-
idate some specific optimizations proposed in the past. For in-
stance, we show that energy-efficient optimizations leveraging
relay nodes may yield qualitatively different conclusions when
the cross-factor energy component is accounted for. In more de-
tail, this paper contributes as follows.
Unveiling the Cross-Factor and New Energy Model: Tar-

geted measurements reveal that a substantial fraction of energy
is consumed by the processing of packets throughout the
protocol stack. Most notably, such cross-factor appears to be
a fixed per-frame toll, independent of the frame size.1 We
summarize these findings in a new and more realistic en-
ergy model that overcomes traditional models limited to NIC
consumption [10]–[18].
Model Parametrization and Cross-Factor Quantification: A

very extensive measurement campaign is performed for seven
different devices, including qualitatively diverse ones, such as
smartphones, tablets, embedded devices, wireless routers, and
access points, using different OSs and HW. Experiments are
performed for both UDP and TCP. On one side, a consistent
qualitative behavior in the energy consumption is found for all
devices, thus confirming the general applicability of our pro-
posed model; on the other side, results show noticeable quanti-
tative differences in the model's parameters, duly derived for all
the seven devices.
Practical Implications: Focusing on selected use-case exam-

ples, we show that some energy optimizations proposed in the
past may yield fundamentally different conclusions when revis-
ited with the awareness of our more realistic energy consump-
tionmodel. Our findings appear to raise the alert that there might
be other cases where past conclusions should be reconsidered.
Additionally, we discuss possible new means (entailing simpli-
fications in the crossing of the protocol stack) to take advantage
of our findings for improved energy efficiency. Every consid-
ered use case example is assessed for all the seven considered
devices to gauge their quantitative impact.
Power Consumption Characterization: As a side contribu-

tion, we present a measurement methodology that, in contrast
to previous works: 1) provides accurate fine-grained per-packet
energy measurements; and 2) characterizes the total device
power consumption instead of just that consumed by the wire-
less interface. For those setups in which the accuracy of the
measurement device is not sufficient, we exploit techniques to
reduce uncertainties due to measurements inaccuracy.

II. RELATED WORK

Energy Consumption of Devices: A number of previous
works in the area analyze, like us, the consumption of

1A posteriori, this fact might be eventually considered “obvious”: Indeed, the
most expensive OS/driver operations associated to the processing of a frame do
not depend on the frame size. However, it seems fair to say that this fact was
overlooked by the wireless community so far, and our merit is to raise attention
on this, as well as provide its actual modeling and quantification.

the complete device, either a laptop [21]–[23] or a mobile
phone [24], [25]. Some of these works deal with specific issues,
such as quantification of the consumption of components other
than wireless interfaces (e.g., CPU, screen, memory) [24],
power consumption measurements via available APIs for esti-
mating the battery discharge state [23], assessment of tradeoff
between CPU consumption due to data compression, and
wireless consumption due to data transmission [22], but do not
tackle the per-frame energy consumption domain. Only [21]
briefly mentions that the energy consumption associated to
packet processing might be nonnegligible, but does not pro-
vide any measurement or evidence. Reference [25] finds that
message size can have a nonintuitive impact on the energy
consumption, but their guess is either the existence of some
power management threshold or a bug in the wireless firmware
(indeed, energy bugs in mobile devices are a real concern [26]).
We distinguish from these works in the fact that we perform
a fine-grained per-packet energy consumption decomposition,
versus their energy consumption analyses on a much coarser
scale.2
Energy Consumption of Interfaces: Unlike the previous

papers, most characterizations of the wireless interface con-
sumption are done on a per-packet basis. The seminal work
of [20] shows that transmission/reception of an 802.11 frame
has a linear dependency on its length. This result is caused by
the four different states a wireless NIC can be in, namely: sleep,
idle, receiving, and transmitting. Reference [20] also identifies a
fixed cost per frame, caused by control frames (e.g., RTS/CTS).
The results are extended in [27] for different modulation and
coding schemes and transmission power configurations, and a
similar approach is followed in a recent work [28] for the case
of 802.11n. While in these cases the 802.11 interface is treated
as a whole, [29] distinguishes between the (approximately
constant) application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) con-
sumption and the power amplifier (PA) consumption occurring
only outside idle periods. None of these works analyzes the
energy consumption of a frame as it is delivered to/from the
NIC.
Energy Consumption Models: The (implicit or explicit) as-

sumption of all previous energy consumption models [10]–[18]
is that the PA operations dominate the consumption of the whole
device, which allows tomodel consumptionwith a finite number
of states, e.g., {active, idle} [11], [17], {transmission, reception,
idle} [13]–[15], and so on. More specifically, the common ap-
proach followed by all these papers (as well as that recently in-
cluded in the NS3 network simulator [30]) is to model the NIC
consumption using data sheet parameters [19], and add to this a
fixed amount to account for the nonwireless power consumption
of the device. In [18], the authors propose an extended model
that accounts for the power conversion efficiency of the PA, but
eventually the model suffers from the same limitations. As we
will see in this paper, these energy consumption models fail to
capture crucial aspects of how energy is consumed in real world
devices, and therefore their use might bias conclusions.
Energy-Efficient Mechanisms: Energy-efficient schemes

have been proposed at all layers of the 802.11 stack. Starting

2Indeed, setting up a measurement system able to capture the power con-
sumed by the entire device with the required level of accuracy is very chal-
lenging and requires know-how on power measurements that networking re-
searchers do not usually have.
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TABLE I
PLATFORMS CONSIDERED

from the lowest layer, [9] precomputes the optimal rate-power
configuration for each data frame. Several works aim at re-
ducing the energy wastage in the WLAN by adapting the
contention parameters [10], [14] or extending the backoff op-
eration [12], [16]. Cooperative relaying for energy efficiency is
analyzed in [7]; reference [31] exploits idle period predictions
to switch from active to sleep states. Increasing the sleep state
time is the main energy saving target in the standard power
saving mechanism (PSM) [4] and in traffic management (and
shaping) schemes such as NAPman [6] or in “infrastructure
on demand” schemes [8] devised to (de)activate access points
based on client load. All these proposals are based either on:
1) the energy consumption of the PA, which might be detailed
but underestimates the consumption of the complete device;
or on 2) the coarse-grained estimated consumption of the
complete device, which precludes a thorough understanding of
the per-packet delivery implications.

III. ENERGY MEASUREMENT TESTBED

802.11 Devices Under Study: In our experimental analysis,
baseline results are obtained using a Soekris net4826-48 de-
vice, equipped with an Atheros AR5414-based 802.11a/b/g
Mini-PCI card, and configured to use the 802.11a PHY. The
hardware comprises a 233-MHz AMD Geode SC1100 CPU,
two Mini-PCI sockets, 128 MB SDRAM and 256-MB compact
flash circuits for data storage, extended with a 2-GB USB drive.
The OS is a Gentoo 10.0 Linux (kernel 2.6.24), and the driver
is MadWifi v0.9.4.
To rule out the possibility that our findings could be biased

by the selected HW, OS/driver SW, or WLAN band/card/PHY,
most of the paper's experiments have been performed for other
platforms (see Table I). This set of platforms includes many dif-
ferent types of devices, such as wireless routers, access points,
smartphones, tablets, and embedded devices.3
In all experiments, traffic was generated using mgen.4 Addi-

tional devices in monitor mode were employed to track wireless
channel activity and confirm it was caused only by our exper-
iments, and that no packets were dropped at any layer of the
protocol stack, events which would have biased our findings.

3In addition to the results reported here for different platforms, the generality
of our model is further confirmed by the some additional results reported in [1]
as well as the measurements carried out independently in [32]

4http://cs.itd.nrl.navy.mil/work/mgen

Power Consumption Measurements: Depending on the plat-
form, power consumption was measured via two instruments.
The Monsoon FTA22D power meter5 supplies a stable voltage
to the device and samples the power consumption at 5 kHz with
high accuracy ( 1%), thus providing very reliable fine-grained
power measurements. However, this meter only supplies volt-
ages of up to 5.4 V and could thus be employed only for the
tablet SamsungGalaxyNote 10.1, the smartphoneHTCLegend,
and the Raspberry Pi. Measurements for the Soekris, Alix, and
Linksys platforms, which require higher voltage, were carried
out using a PCE PA-6000 power meter,6 which has a much
coarser granularity than theMonsoonmeter (namely about three
samples/second). The PCE meter was powered with 6 AA bat-
teries (ac supply via the wall socket would reduce accuracy),
and we employed a Protek 3033B device to power the wire-
less device. Both for the Monsoon and the PCE meters, each
sample provides the result of integrating the power consumed
over the corresponding sampling period, and hence the average
power consumption can be obtained by averaging all the sam-
ples. This setting permits to perform measurements without dis-
mantling the device, as required by some specialized equip-
ments, which would restrict experimentation to, e.g., devices
using card extenders.
A major practical challenge was to reduce the errors asso-

ciated to the measurements of the PCE PA-6000 power meter,
which natively provides an accuracy of V for the
voltage and A for the current. Taking into account
the well-known fact that the relative error for the product
is approximated by the sum of the relative errors for and ,

these inaccuracies yield a relative error in the measured power
of above 5% for our typical baseline power measurements, un-
dermining our ability to quantify small, but for our purposes
meaningful, trends (e.g., power consumption variations for an
increased frame size). The methodology that we followed to im-
prove the accuracy of our measurements is to use, instead of a
single device, devices running the same experiment in par-
allel over different noninterfering wireless channels. With this,
the relative error of the measurements is reduced by . For
802.11g, we used the three noninterfering channels, whereas we
used for 802.11a, thus improving accuracy to about 2%
(see [1] for a more detailed explanation). This provides an accu-
racy comparable to that of [20], which only measures the power
consumption of the wireless card.

IV. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANATOMY

In order to characterize the power consumption of 802.11 de-
vices, we have conducted an in-depth experimental investiga-
tion of the considered 802.11 devices. Even though we con-
ducted our measurements for all the platforms under study, for
space reasons here we only present the detailed measurements
for one of the platforms (the Soekris device with the Linux OS,
in Sections IV-A–IV-C) and then provide a summary of the
results obtained with other platforms/OS (Section IV-E). All
the measurements presented here are for the devices operating
under the infrastructure mode. However, we verified that the de-
vices show a very similar behavior when operating under the
ad hoc and monitor modes.

5http://www.msoon.com/LabEquipment/PowerMonitor
6http://www.industrial-needs.com/technical-data/power-analyser-PCE-PA-

6000.htm
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TABLE II
SOEKRIS BASELINE CONSUMPTION PROFILE

A prerequisite for the characterization of 802.11 devices is
to quantify their “baseline” power consumption, i.e., when the
devices neither send nor receive traffic. Table II reports mea-
surements for the Soekris platform in three “baseline” config-
urations. Note that plugging the wireless card (“WiFi off”) in-
creases consumption by 0.29 W ( 12.6%), whereas loading the
driver and associating to an AP (“Idle”) further increases the
consumption by 0.98 W (an extra 25% increment). The power
consumed in the “Idle” state, named , will be used as base-
line reference in what follows.

A. Understanding Transmission Costs

Results in this section aim at characterizing the energy cost
of transmissions. To avoid biasing results with the ACK recep-
tion cost (separately quantified later on), the following results
are obtained for unicast unacknowledged frames. ACKs have
been disabled by setting the noackpolicy bit of the WMM
(Wi-Fi Multimedia) parameters for the access point parameter
set: This introduces an Information Element in beacon frames
that prevents associated stations from replying with ACKs (con-
firmed by sniffed traces). Each result is obtained by measuring
the power consumption over a 20-s experiment. Unless other-
wise specified, all experiments are based on UDP traffic.
Transmission Power Consumption Patterns: Measurements

of total device power consumption have been carried out
spanning all the combinations of the following four parameters:
1) frame size from 80 to 1500 in steps of 20 B; 2) modulation
and coding schemes MCS {6, 12, 24, 48} Mb/s; 3) config-
ured transmission power txpower {6, 9, 12, 15} dBm;
and 4) frame generation rates from 100 to 2000 in steps of
100 frames per second (fps).
As we observe from the above measurements that, for a given

txpower, , and MCS configuration, power consumption in-
creases proportionally to the air time, it turns out that the most
insightful way to represent such results is via a power/airtime
plot shown in Fig. 1. Such a plot reports the average power
consumed by the whole device, versus the channel airtime per-
centage , where is the frame generation rate (kept
below saturation), and is the
time required to transmit a frame of size using the modula-
tion and coding scheme MCS, duly accounting for the Physical
Layer Convergence Protocol preamble , and the MAC
overhead (MAC header plus FCS). The plot shows the values
resulting from applying a simple linear regression to all the sam-
ples obtained for a given configuration, as well as the corre-
sponding standard asymptotic error, which is computed with the
assumption that the error of each individual sample is normally
distributed [33]. For reference purposes, the plot also depicts
the baseline power consumption when the target device is
in “Idle” state. From the plots, it clearly appears that the total

Fig. 1. Total power consumed by (unacknowledged) transmissions versus air-
time percentage .

device power consumption, denoted , is articulated into three
main components

(1)

where:
• The first component, , is the (platform-specific) baseline
power consumption.

• The second component, , is the classical one in tradi-
tional energy consumption models, which linearly grows
with the airtime percentage , i.e., . The
slope depends on the radio transmission parameters
MCS and txpower: the greater MCS and/or txpower,
the greater the slope.

• The third component, , accounts for the fact that
the above linear trend starts from a relatively large posi-
tive offset over the baseline level ( 12% and 35%
increment for 400 and 1200 fps, respectively); offset that is
not accounted by classical energy models [10]–[18]. More-
over, Fig. 1 suggests that such component depends only on
the frame generation rate .

Results obtained for the remaining target platforms confirm the
same behavior as the one described by (1) for all platforms,
each of them with its specific parameter values (reported in
Section IV-E).
Per-Frame Processing Toll: To more closely investigate the

nature of such emerging power consumption offset ,
Fig. 2 plots its value obtained from several measurements taken
for 12 different configurations of the NIC parameters (MCS,
txpower). The plot clearly shows that is proportional
to the frame generation rate , whereas it is practically inde-
pendent of the frame size or the radio settings.
Thus, if we denote with the proportion-

ality constant, it appears that is the energy toll associated to
the processing of each individual frame, irrespective of its size
or radio transmission parameters. Note that this energy toll is not
associated to protocol operations such as RTS/CTS or ACKs, in-
deed disabled in such experiments. For reasons that will become
clear throughout this section, we call this per-frame energy toll
the cross-factor.
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Fig. 2. Relation between and .

Fig. 3. Interfaces/modules crossed during transmission.

Cross-Factor: To grasp a deeper insight on the reasons be-
hind the cross-factor , we have engineered tailored mea-
surements devised to quantify how the energy toll splits across
the frame processing chain along the protocol stack depicted
in Fig. 3. Specifically, we have run three sets of experiments,
where we discard packets at a given level of the stack and mea-
sure the power consumed up to that level.
• App.: Packets are generated by mgen, but are dis-
carded before being delivered to the OS, i.e., at the
mark (a) in Fig. 3, by sending them to the “sink device”
(/dev/null).

• TCP/IP: Packets are discarded at the bottom of the TCP/IP
stack [mark (b) in Fig. 3], by deactivating the ARP lookup
function, so that the device cannot retrieve the MAC des-
tination from the ARP cache and therefore must drop the
frame.

• Driver: Packets are discarded after the MadWifi driver's
processing [mark (c) in Fig. 3], by commenting the hard-
start command that performs the actual delivery of the
frame to the NIC.

Representative measurements (energy per frame) are shown
in Fig. 4, along with the total energy consumption per prop-
erly transmitted frame (“Total”) and the values predicted by ap-
plying (1) (“Model”).
The figure clearly shows that the energy toll due to frame

processing is practically independent of the frame generation
rate and the frame size.7 Moreover, it shows that the energy
consumed while crossing the host device stack (i.e., up to the

7Although it is barely appreciable in the figure, there is actually a small com-
ponent in the packet processing that is proportional to the packet size. In our
model, this is captured in : Even though this term mainly relates to the
power consumed by transmissions, it increases linearly with the packet size and
hence indirectly captures any other power consumption component that follows
such behavior.

Fig. 4. Per-frame energy cost in transmission.

driver included) is substantial, around 0.75 mJ per frame, and
may become the major energy cost in several scenarios (e.g.,
short packets and/or large MCS—in essence short airtime).
Finally, even if direct measurements cannot be attained below

the driver level, Fig. 4 shows that a further constant per-frame
energy drain occurs at the driver-to-NIC interface level and/or
below. Its quantification may be estimated by measuring the en-
ergy consumed with very short packets and large MCS, as wire-
less transmission cost is marginal in this case (very small air-
time). Summarizing, for the Soekris device, the cross-factor co-
efficient amounts to about 0.93 mJ/frame. Such per-frame pro-
cessing cost appears to roughly split as follows: 24% applica-
tion; 33% TCP/IP stack, 21% driver, and 22% NIC.
Retransmissions: The above results seem to suggest that

retransmissions at the MAC layer, e.g., caused by an un-
acknowledged transmission, should not be affected by the
cross-factor toll. This can be verified by provisionally assuming
that this is the case, i.e., modeling retransmission cost as purely
due to the over the air transmission cost component, and then
checking whether the resulting model matches experimental
measurements. Hence, let be the power drained by re-
transmissions and assume that

(2)

where is the number of retransmissions. Then, the total
power consumed by packets retransmitted times, , is
readily obtained as

(3)

where the first addendum is the per-frame processing toll (paid
once), the second addendum is the power consumed by the
very first transmission, and the last addendum is the extra
retransmission cost as per (2). Fig. 5 compares the modeling
prediction of (3) with the power (additional to the baseline
component ) consumed by a device configured to send
1400-B frames generated at a rate of 80 fps to fake addresses
(to prevent the reception of ACKs). The number of allotted
retransmissions (configured via the ah_setupTxDesc
driver's descriptor) was varied from 0 to 5, and, for simplicity
(i.e., to avoid the need to nontrivially configure the driver so as
to prevent MCS downgrade in front of persistent losses), frames
were transmitted using the 6-Mb/s basic MCS. As shown in
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Fig. 5. Impact of retransmissions on power consumption.

Fig. 6. Power consumed by (unacknowledged) reception versus airtime.

Fig. 5, theoretical results tightly match the experimental mea-
surements, thus confirming that the cross-factor has (if any) a
negligible impact on retransmissions.

B. Reception Power Consumption Analysis
The analysis of the power consumption of the device while re-

ceiving frames is somewhat dual to that carried out in depth for
the previous transmission case, and hence will be presented with
less detail for the sake of conciseness. We use the same config-
urations of MCS and txpower as in Section IV-A (ACK dis-
abled as well), with different combinations of the frame length
and frame reception rate . The resulting power/airtime plot

is shown in Fig. 6, airtime now given by . Results
for the txpower parameter are not shown, as this parameter
does not affect the receiver's power consumption (as indeed well
known from [27]).
Fig. 6 exhibits the same qualitative pattern found in the trans-

mission scenario. The increment of the power consumption over
is composed of two components: a first one linear with

the airtime and accounting for the power required to receive
frames, (indeed in line with traditional energy models), and
a second one proportional to the number of frames received and
accounting for the cross-factor energy toll, . The total
power consumption at the receiving side is thus

(4)

Fig. 7. Impact of sending ACKs on the receiver.

where is the cross-factor in reception, i.e., the energy
processing toll to deliver the received frame across the protocol
stack, and is the traditional reception cost proportional to
the airtime. Again, Fig. 6 confirms that results from the above
equation (lines) match well the experimental measurements
(symbols).

C. Characterization of ACKs, Control Frames, Collisions
To complete our analysis, it remains to characterize the addi-

tional power consumed for sending/receiving acknowledgments
(Sections IV-A and IV-B have considered unacknowledged op-
eration) and the power consumption caused by overhearing a
collision.
ACKs and Other Control Frames: Since ACK frames, like

retransmissions, do not have to cross the stack but are internally
generated by the NIC, we make the hypothesis that their power
consumption can be characterized by just the cost of the rel-
evant ACK transmission or reception. Under such hypothesis,
the power consumed for replying with ACKs to received frames
(arriving at rate ) is trivially given by

(5)

where is the time required to
transmit an ACK frame, i.e., a PLCP preamble plus the 14-B
ACK frame transmitted at the modulation and coding scheme

configured for control traffic. Similarly, the power con-
sumed to receive an ACK is readily computed as

(6)

Fig. 7 shows the experimental validation for the ACK trans-
mission case. Such experimental results, obtained with

fps, confirm that the measurements match the results pre-
dicted by the model, which includes the energy consumed by
the reception of frames and the transmission of the
ACKs . Similar findings hold for RTS and CTS frames
(not shown here for space reasons).
Collisions and Other Transmissions: Finally, we analyze

the impact on the energy consumption in reception when the
medium is occupied by collisions or by transmissions addressed
to another device (i.e., to another MAC address). For this
purpose, we configured a communication between two nodes
and set up another node to act as interferer. The sender and the
interferer were configured with the carrier sense threshold at the
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TABLE III
IMPACT OF COLLISIONS ON RECEPTION

highest value, which practically results in no carrier sensing,
and the interferer used the lowest values for the , ,
and parameters while deactivating the use of ACKs,
resulting in practically continuous transmission. To control the
amount of time the interferer was sending data (i.e., the “inter-
ference rate”), we used the quiet element option to silence
the interface for a given amount of time every beacon period.
With this setting, the interferer transmits continuously during a
long period, thus emulating the typical behavior of collisions
with carrier-sensing that always affect frame transmissions
from the beginning.8 and varying the relative position of the
devices, to find a setting in which simultaneous transmissions
resulted in all frames being lost (i.e., no capture effect).
Table III presents the measured power consumption for dif-

ferent sending and interference rates. We observe that: 1) the
power consumed in reception depends exclusively on the traffic
actually received (see, e.g., when the interference rate goes from
0% to 50%); and 2) collisions have the same impact as an idle
medium (e.g., the cases with 100% interference rate coincides
with ). Based on this, we conclude that collisions have no
practical impact on the energy consumption at the receiver (this
is confirmed by the results of the model included in the table).
Note that, for the transmitter, collisions have already been mod-
eled in our analysis of retransmissions.
To analyze the impact of the transmissions addressed to

another station, we configured a communication between two
nodes and measured the energy consumption at a third node
that was in the transmission range of this communication. We
observed that the energy consumed by this node was the same
as if the medium was idle, which shows that transmissions
addressed to other stations practically do not consume energy.
This is in agreement with our previous results: According to
(4), the energy cost of listening to the PLCP plus headers is
only 38 J/frame (for 6-Mb/s MCS), which has practically no
impact on the overall consumption.

D. Impact of CPU Usage
All the experiments shown so far have been performed

without any application running on the device. To understand
whether the CPU usage by applications has any impact on the
conclusions drawn, we performed an additional experiment
with a tailored application running in parallel to the transmis-
sion/reception of packets. Fig. 8 shows the result of repeating
the baseline experiment of Fig. 1 with this application running
on the device, calibrated to induce a low (25%), medium (50%),

8Note that, with hidden nodes, interfering frames could also arrive at a later
point of the frame transmission. However, the measurements of [34] show that
such interfering frames, which do not affect the preamble, need to have a very
high power to cause a transmission error. Prior to our measurements, we per-
formed extensive tests using different txpower configurations

Fig. 8. Power consumption with an application running on the device.

and large (75%) load on the CPU, respectively. We observe
that the energy consumption behavior is the same as in Fig. 1,
with the only difference that the baseline consumption is
shifted due to the extra energy consumed by the application:
On top of , there is an offset with respect to the baseline
consumption caused by the cross-factor (which takes the same
value as in Fig. 1 independent of the CPU load) and then power
consumption increases linearly with the airtime. This confirms
that the CPU usage has no impact on the power consumption
behavior of transmitting/receiving packets.

E. Other Devices

The results provided in Sections IV-A–IV-D have been ob-
tained for one particular hardware platform (the Soekris device)
running one specific OS (Linux Gentoo 10.0). To verify that the
behavior observed in those sections is not specific of the chosen
reference device, OS, or WLAN band/card/PHY, we repeated
all the experiments for each of the platforms listed in Table I.
Results, not reported for space reasons (a summary of findings
per each device is provided in Table IV) fully confirm the qual-
itative behavior discussed before, thus suggesting that the con-
clusions drawn above respond to general energy consumption
patterns of all 802.11 wireless devices (or at least a very wide
range).
In addition to their qualitative behavior, it is also interesting to

analyze the quantitative differences between the energy compo-
nents of the different devices. In particular, one of the key results
drawn from the previous sections is that the cross-factor has a
substantial impact over the total energy consumed by a frame.
In order to gain insight on the weight of the cross-factor in dif-
ferent platforms andOS, Fig. 9 depicts, for each of the devices of
Table I, how the per-frame energy consumption is decomposed
into the following two components: the cross-factor component
( and ) and the transmission/reception component ( or

). Results are provided for Mb/s (except for the
“Soekris 802.11n,” for which we use index 6),

dBm, and two different packet lengths (100 and 1500
B).9 For those devices that do not implement CPU scaling, we
used the default CPU frequency configuration, while for those

9Since the transmission/reception component is proportional to the packet
length, by evaluating very large (1500 B) and very small (100 B) packets, we
cover the two extreme cases for the weight of the cross-factor.
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Fig. 9. Fraction of the cross-factor over the total per-frame energy consumption cost.

that implement it (HTC Legend and Galaxy Node), we used the
largest CPU frequency.10
From the results obtained, we observe that the cross-factor

has a very significant weight in the vast majority of the devices
and configurations studied, as it accounts for more than 50%
of the per-frame energy consumption in most cases. Only for
the cases of transmitting large packets with the Galaxy Note,
the HTC Legend, or the Raspberry Pi, the cross-factor has a
smaller (but still very substantial) weight; in particular, in these
cases the cross-factor accounts for more than 30% of the energy
consumed by a frame.
From the results reported above, we draw the following con-

clusions: 1) the behavior observed along this section is not spe-
cific for the Soekris device, but is generalized to all the devices
under study, which includes a very representative set of the types
of 802.11 devices of practical interest; 2) the qualitative be-
havior with different operating systems (Linux and OpenBSD)
is the same, and the cross-factor is of the same order for both (al-
though, as expected, the specific values are slightly different as a
result of the different protocol stack implementation); and 3) the
weight of the cross-factor on the per-frame energy consumption
is very substantial in all cases, even though as expected it is a
bit smaller for those devices that rely on a more energy-efficient
design.

V. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL

The findings (1)–(6) gathered in Section IV can be conve-
niently summarized into a complete model for the power con-
sumption of 802.11 devices. Indeed, the power consumed by an
802.11 device consists of the following components: 1) the idle
consumption, ; 2) the cross-factor for the packets generated
by the application, ; 3) the power required to transmit them,

; 4) the power consumed in retransmissions, ; 5) the
power spent in receiving frames, ; 6) the cross-factor for the
received frames, ; and 7) the power spent on sending and re-
ceiving ACK frames, and

(7)

10CPU scaling adaptively sets the CPU frequency based on the CPU load. As
we observed that this leads to quite unpredictable consumption, we disabled this
function in our experiments and set the CPU frequency to a fixed value. Table IV
shows the impact of different CPU frequency values on energy consumption.

By substituting the expressions obtained in Section IV for all
the above components and regrouping the terms, we obtain

(8)

By taking into account that corre-
sponds to the transmission airtime percentage , and

to reception airtime percentage , the above equation
can be rewritten as

(9)

The above expression gives the model for the power con-
sumption of an 802.11 device that we propose in this paper. Out
of the nine variables in this expression, five of them ( , ,

, , and ) are constant parameters that depend on the
device and the configuration of its communication parameters,
while the other four parameters ( , , , and ) are vari-
ables that depend on the number of stations in the WLAN and
their traffic generation behavior.
As already mentioned in Section IV, the key difference

between the above model and the ‘traditional’ one used in
many previous works [10]–[18] is that the traditional model
only includes the first three components (namely , ,
and ), while our model adds to these three components
two additional ones ( and ). As shown by our mea-
surements, these two additional components account for a very
significant portion of the power consumption, which renders
the traditional model highly inaccurate.
Parametrization of the Model: In order to characterize the

power consumption of an 802.11 device, we need to parame-
trize the five constant parameters in (9) for the device. One of
the contributions of this paper is to obtain the values of these
five parameters for all the devices under study: Soekris (with
Linux and OpenBSD), Alix, Linksys, HTC Legend, Samsung
Galaxy Note and Raspberry Pi. The numerical values are given
in Table IV for the different and txpower configura-
tions, as well as different CPU frequencies for those devices
that support CPU scaling.
To obtain these values, we have applied the expressions

for the simple linear regression and the standard asymptotic
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TABLE IV
PARAMETRIZATION OF THE ENERGY MODEL FOR ALL THE DEVICES UNDER STUDY

The Guard Interval is set to 800 ns, and the channel bandwidth to 20 MHz; MCS 0 and 6 use a single spatial stream, while MCS 8 and 10 use two.
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error [33]. Some observations revealed by our parametrization
are the following.
1) Most cards show moderate differences of for different

.
2) In most cases, receiving, , consumes substantially less

power than transmitting, . However, in some cases, re-
ceiving is almost as costly as transmitting or even more.11

3) While the differences on the energy consumed by different
devices are relatively small in transmission mode, they are
much higher in reception mode.

4) The CPU frequency has little impact on the power con-
sumed by the NIC-specific parts.

5) The cross-factor for sending and receiving is of the same
order of magnitude for most devices.

6) For 802.11n, the values of are similar for MCS 0 and 8
even though they use a different number of spatial streams,
whichmay indicate that the driver/HWdoes not turn off the
RF chains that are unused.

Model Validation With Multiple Stations: To validate our
model in a general scenario with multiple sending and re-
ceiving stations, we consider a WLAN with one AP and three
stations. Each station generates unicast traffic to the AP at a
rate , while the AP sends unicast traffic at the same rate
to each station. To apply the model of (9), we need to obtain
the parameters , , , and . These can be obtained
from typical statistics recorded by the wireless driver, namely,
number of generated frames , successful frames ,
transmissions attempts , and received frames . With
these, if the experiment is run for a duration of , and are
computed as and . To compute , we
account for all transmission attempts of the device plus the time
spent sending the ACKs, i.e., .
Similarly, to compute , we need to take into account the
frames and the ACKs received, .
We compare the energy consumption given by our model, fed

with the above driver statistics, against the energy consumption
measurements. Fig. 10 depicts these results for various combi-
nations of and , sweeping along different traffic gen-
eration rates in the -axis. We conclude from the figure that
the proposed model is able to accurately predict the power con-
sumption in a general scenario.
Model Extension for TCP: The experiments performed so far,

as well as the proposed model, have been restricted to UDP.
Arguably, we expect quantitative differences in the cross-factor
emerging with TCP traffic due to the increased stack processing
complexity. To assess these differences, we separately study
TCP segments and TCP ACKs. For measuring the power con-
sumed by a TCP data packet, we have modified the TCP stack
as follows: 1) at the receiver side, we do not send TCP ACKs;
and 2) at the sender side, we have deactivated the TCP timers as
well as the checks of congestion and receive window.With these
modifications, the energy consumed by the sender is caused by
the processing of TCP segments only, which are sent at the
rate given by the application layer (since congestion control
is not activated). By performing a similar experiment to the
one of Fig. 1 with this modified TCP stack, we have measured
the cross-factor associated to the processing of TCP segments,

11A possible explanation for the behavior observed is the consumption from
the adaptive amplifier at the receiver, which places the power of the receiving
signal within two thresholds where the AD converter works well.

Fig. 10. Model validation with multiple stations.

which is of mJ (all other energy components re-
main the same), indeed almost 50% larger than that previously
measured for UDP.
To further evaluate the energy consumed by processing the

TCP ACKs, we have repeated the same experiment as above
with the unmodified TCP stack, with results in a cross-factor
of 2.1 mJ. Since the main difference between the modified TCP
stack and the unmodified one is the processing of TCP acknowl-
edgments, by subtracting from this cross-factor the one mea-
sured above, we obtain the energy toll for receiving TCP ACKs,
i.e., mJ. Note that this result
is in line with the one above since, as compared to TCP seg-
ments, TCP ACKs require less processing and do not involve
the application layer (which, as shown in Fig. 4, accounts for a
significant portion of the cross-factor).
Following the above findings, we can extend model (9) as

follows in order to account for all traffic types:

(10)

where and are the cross-factor and sending rate,
respectively, and is the set of different frame types,
which includes transmitted and received UDP packets
as well as TCP data packets and TCP ACKs, i.e.,

.
In order to validate the extended model, we have measured

the energy consumed by a TCP session between two stations for
different configurations of the , packet size, and sending
rate. The results on the energy consumed by the sender, depicted
in Fig. 11, show that the energy consumption predicted by the
model closely matches our measurements, which confirms the
accuracy of the proposed extension.

VI. IMPLICATIONS ON DESIGN

The new energy consumption insights gathered in this paper
may have significant implications on the design of energy-ef-
ficient mechanisms. On the one hand, existing schemes may
need to be revisited so as to properly account for the impact
of the cross-factor component. Indeed, according to traditional
power consumption models (i.e., only baseline component
plus a toll proportional to the airtime), mechanisms yielding
shorter airtimes would surely bring about energy gains. With
the cross-factor, this might not be anymore the case, when
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Fig. 11. Model validation for TCP.

the power savings attained at the radio interface are paid with
an increased frame handling and its associated (nonmarginal)
power consumption. On the other hand, the gained knowledge
that a frame crossing the stack brings about a fixed penalty un-
related to the frame size may be exploited to devise techniques
to avoid or reduce such energy toll.
In the following,with no pretense of completeness,we present

quantitative examples that show how our new insights may af-
fect existing energy efficientmechanisms aswell as inspire novel
approaches. As in Section IV, we first conduct experiments with
the Soekris/Linux baseline platform, and then extend them to all
other devices under study. Some additional examples are pre-
sented in [1].

A. Reconsidering Existing Schemes

Packet Relaying: Packet relaying in WLANs is commonly
used to improve performance [35] and energy efficiency [7]. The
rationale is that the use of a relay permits shorter transmission
times, which compensate the impact of the extra number of hops,
thus introducing a net gain.However, classical energy-efficiency
analyses donot balance the airtime energy savingwith the energy
drain introduced by the additional frame processing, a penalty
thatmay fundamentallyaffect therelevantconclusions.
To quantitatively support this claim, we deployed a two-hop

scenario comprising three nodes (sender, relay, and receiver)
and compared the power consumption in two different configu-
rations (taken from [35]): 1) traffic directly sent to the receiver
(1-hop, at 6 Mb/s), and 2) relay node used (2-hops, both at
48 Mb/s). Traffic is generated at a rate of fps with

dBm and different frame sizes . Packet for-
warding in the relay is performed at the routing layer. In both
configurations, the relay node is always active (note that in most
of the analyses on energy efficiency of relaying, the relay does
not use the “sleep mode” [7], [36]).
Three types of results are shown in Fig. 12(a): 1) experi-

mental measurements; 2) theoretical predictions using a tradi-
tional model that neglects the impact of crossing the protocol
stack (“old”); and 3) predictions using the model presented in
this paper (“new”).12 Not (anymore) surprisingly, results for the

12For the model, we account for a cross-factor of 0.8 mJ to forward a packet
at the relay, which has been obtained by measuring the energy consumed by
forwarding a packet at the routing layer.

two models are qualitatively different. According to the tradi-
tional model, packet relaying always provides a gain since the
energy consumption of the 2-hops case is always smaller than
that of the 1-hop case. In contrast, according to the actual mea-
surements and our model, we only gain from using the relay
when packets are sufficiently long (i.e., when the airtime cost
becomes dominant over the cross-factor penalty).
Data Compression in Multihop Networks: In wireless mul-

tihop networks, data compression has been proposed to reduce
the information relayed; with such techniques, an intermediary
node receives several frames, compresses them into a single
frame, and sends it to the next hop [37], [38].
According to traditional energy models, these approaches

surely save energy, whereas our new energy consumption in-
sights suggest that this may not be always true. To analyze this,
we used a three-node testbed consisting of a source, a sink and
a relay, all using Mb/s and dBm.
The source node generates 500-B packets at 1200 fps and sends
them to the relay. The relay runs an application that receives
these packets and emulates compression by forwarding one
frame for every frames received. Thus, our experiments do
not capture the processing toll of the compression, and hence
results reflect the best possible case for the performance of this
scheme.
Fig. 12(b) shows total power consumption results (experi-

mental ones, as well as predictions from old and new energy
model), for different values of the compression ratio , when
data are compressed (and forwarded) at the application layer.
These results are compared against the case where data are not
compressed at the relay node but simply forwarded toward the
sink at the routing layer.
As anticipated, the old model (top curve) predicts that com-

pression is always advantageous. However, experimental re-
sults, matched by the new model predictions (bottom curve),
show that data compression does not provide any gain in terms
of energy consumption, not even for compression rates as high
as 10. The reason is that the energy savings resulting from the
data compression are outweighed by the extra cost of handling
the packets at the application layer (cross-factor of 0.93 mJ
for sending and 0.93 mJ for receiving) instead of the routing
layer (cross-factor of 0.8 mJ for forwarding). This example thus
shows that mechanisms devised on the basis of traditional en-
ergy models may not only fail to provide the expected gains, but
may even worsen the actual energy consumption.

B. Novel Ways to Tackle Energy Efficiency

Packet Batching: As emerged in our work, energy consump-
tion across the protocol stack relates to the handling of frame
units and is practically independent of the frame size. This sug-
gests a straightforward energy-saving strategy: Batch packets
into bundles at the highest suitable layer for a considered sce-
nario, deliver the bundle across the stack, thus paying the en-
ergy price associated to a single unit, and then restore the orig-
inal frames as late as possible down the stack. Unlike previous
aggregation schemes for wireless networks, this mechanism:
1) does not change the packets that are actually sent, but only
modifies the way they are handled within the device [39]; and
2) does not save energy by reducing the cumulative tail energy
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Fig. 12. Performance of mechanisms to reduce energy consumption. (a) Power consumption with and without relay as a function of the frame size. (b) Power
consumed as a function of the compression factor. (c) Energy consumption for different “aggregation factor” values.

TABLE V
GAINS OF EXISTING APPROACHES WITH THE “NEW” AND “OLD” MODELS FOR ALL DEVICES

consumed as a result of lingering in high power states after com-
pleting a transmission [40], [41].13
We quantified the attainable energy savings by implementing

a scheme that consists of: 1) an “aggregator” at the application
layer, which waits for packets to generate a bundle and pass
it to the TCP/IP stack; and 2) a “de-aggregator” at the wireless
driver, which splits the bundle back into the original frames. Ex-
perimental measurements are reported for 100-B packets, bun-
dled up to an “aggregation factor” , and for various
(application layer) frame generation rates . Frames are trans-
mitted over the wireless channel at Mb/s and

dBm.
Results, shown in Fig. 12(c), have a twofold implication.

First, they provide further evidence that the cross-factor toll is
practically independent of the frame size: The model matches
well the measurements, and the use of an -bundle reduces the
energy toll above the driver by . Second, energy savings are no-
table: With 1000 fps, an aggregation factor of 10 yields a saving
of almost 0.8 W, and even the aggregation of just two packets
may yield considerable savings (e.g., from 4.5 to 4.15 W). Ob-
viously, casting the above described scheme into target appli-
cations (or even more general frameworks) is not straightfor-
ward14 and is out of the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the
above results suggest that such effort may be rewarded with no-
table energy saving.
Driver-Level Packet Generation: As a significant part of the

energy consumption comes from the crossing of the protocol
stack, another approach to save energy could be to generate
packets as low in the protocol stack as possible. For instance,
some applications periodically generate dummy packets that

13Note that the TCP Segment Offload (TSO) technique [42], which has been
proposed in the context of Ethernet to achieve throughput gains, implements a
similar idea to the packet batching proposed here for TCP.

14Further technical problems must be dealt with, including the interaction
with the TCP/IP protocol stack (e.g., if the target application requires data to
be delivered as independent TCP/IP packets) and the application's requirements
(e.g., the target application scenario must tolerate the extra batching delay in-
troduced).

carry no information from the application layer. Hence, such
packets could be easily generated at some lower layer in the pro-
tocol stack, thereby saving the power corresponding to crossing
the stack.
In order to evaluate the above idea, we emulated the behavior

of Skype, which during silent periods periodically generates
packets that carry no information. Thus, one option would be
that when Skype turns into the silent mode, instead of gener-
ating such packets at the application layer, it just instructs the
driver to generate them at the lowest level of the protocol stack.
By implementing this mechanism and measuring the resulting
energy consumption for the typical case in which silence pe-
riods account for 60% of the time [43], we observed that this
technique saves as much as 44% of the per-packet energy con-
sumed by Skype, which confirms the effectiveness of the pro-
posed technique.

C. Other Devices

In Sections VI-A and VI-B, we have shown that, for the
Soekris device, many existing approaches may not deliver the
expected gains, while substantial savings may be achieved
with novel approaches that reduce the energy consumed by
packet processing in the protocol stack. To gain insight into the
generality of such results, we repeated the experiments of the
above sections for all the devices under study.
To evaluate the performance of the existing and novel ap-

proaches of Sections VI-A and VI-B, we consider the following
scenarios: 1) for all approaches, packets have a 100-B payload,
which is the case, e.g., of the Skype application using the pre-
ferred codec [44]; 2) for the “data compression” experiment,
we use a compression factor of ; and 3) for the “packet
batching,” we set the aggregation factor equal to six packets.
Table V shows (for all the devices) the energy gains delivered

by the three approaches of Section VI-A, where the gain is the
percentage of per-frame energy saved by the corresponding ap-
proach, i.e., , where is the per-frame
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TABLE VI
GAINS OF NOVEL APPROACHES FOR ALL DEVICES

power consumption with the approach and is the consump-
tion with the standard stack. In particular, the table provides:
1) the gains predicted by the classical energy model in terms of
per-frame energy cost (“old”); and 2) the gains measured from
our experiments, which coincide with the new energy model
proposed in this paper (“new”).
We observe from the results of Table V that, as with the

Soekris device, the actual measurements show a very different
behavior from that predicted with the classical model. With the
packet relaying approach (“relay”), for some of the devices, the
difference with the classical model is not so drastic as to yield a
performance loss, but still the gain is negligible and/or very far
from the classical model. Similar conclusions hold for the data
compression approach (“compress”).
Table VI further shows measurements of the performance

gains obtained with the novel approaches of Section IV-B. We
observe that these gains are substantial for all devices: For the
packet batching approach (“batching”), gains range from 68%
(for the Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1) to 80% (for the Soekris),
while for the driver-level packet generation approach (“driver
gen”), we also obtain very significant gains (around 45%).
From the above results, we conclude that while the new en-

ergy model derived in this paper has a more drastic impact on
those devices with a larger cross-factor, it has very strong impli-
cations for all the devices under study since in all cases: 1) the
gains of existing approaches are very different from those pre-
dicted by the classical model; and 2) new approaches lead to
very substantial savings.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have conducted a thorough measurement

analysis of the power consumption of 802.11 devices that, in
contrast to previous works, provides a detailed anatomy of the
per-packet consumption and characterizes the total consump-
tion of the device, and not only of its wireless interface. Our
analysis is, to the best of our knowledge, the first one to re-
veal that: 1) a substantial fraction of energy is consumed when
packets cross the protocols stack (the cross-factor); and 2) the
energy consumed by such protocol stack operations does not de-
pend on the frame size, as opposed to the network-related oper-
ations accounted for in most of the literature. Based on our find-
ings, we have proposed a new energy consumption model that
accurately predicts the power consumption of WLAN devices.
Building on our model, we have shown that some schemes tar-
geting energy efficiency may not provide the expected gains,
and even worsen performance, when the cross-factor is taken
into account. We have further shown some illustrative exam-
ples where the understanding gained with our analysis can be
used to devise novel algorithms that save energy by reducing
the cross-factor, either by bundling packets, skipping parts of
the protocol stack, or operating at the MAC layer. The lessons
learned from these experiments provide some guidelines for
applications developers pursuing energy-efficient operation in
WLANs.
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